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🍑Impeachment🍑 
 
On 3/4 Nadler announced an inv’n into “the alleged O of J,
public corruption, & other abuses of power by Trump, his
assocs & members of his Adm.” 
 
8/8, “This is formal impeachment proceedings.” 
 
8/5, In late fall, we will decide to report articles of
impeachment.

🍑Impeachment2🍑 

 

“There has been no tradition, rising to the level of a constitutional command, that

requires impeachment resolutions to be approved by the House to authorize this

Committee to initiate an impeachment inquiry – or to proceed in any particular way
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🤔Hinky🤔 

 

Nadler & Collins Demand Answers from Bureau of Prisons After Epstein’s Death 

 

There Were ‘Serious Irregularities’ at Federal Jail Where Jeffrey Epstein Died, Barr

Says 

 

Epstein was taken off suicide watch late last month at the request of his attorneys

🤔Hinky5🤔 

 

L Brands CEO Les Wexner has been giving docs to investigators showing alleged

Epstein theft 

 

Epstein returned some of the misappropriated money— about $100M to Wexner. 
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In 2011 Wexner’s charitable foundation received a $56M contribution from a trust

linked to Epstein.

🤔Hinky6🤔 

 

The flow of money between the foundations, the apparent mixing of private &

charitable funds & the use of a foundation to settle a claim of misappropriation

appears problematic. 

 

None of this seems to be engaged in for charitable purposes.

🤔Hinky7🤔 

 

It seems it was being engaged in for unwinding their affairs. Using charities for that is

not really appropriate.” 

 

In a sign that the attys are bracing for government scrutiny of Epstein’s companies,

Indyke & Schantz both recently hired criminal defense lawyers.
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🤔Hinky8🤔 

 

AG says co-conspirators 'should not rest easy 

 

The 14 sailors who died during a fire last week on a nuclear-powered Russian military

submarine prevented a “planetary catastrophe,” a top naval officer said at their

funeral, according to media reports.

🤔Hinky9🤔 

 

After Epstein's sudden death, accusers' atty calls for criminal charges against his

accomplices 

 

Trump eviscerates the Endangered Species Act 

 

Mueller-Fueled FARA Fear Grips Washington as Craig Goes to Trial 

Ex-WH lawyer faces charges over his work for Ukraine
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🤔Hinky10🤔 

 

Argentine stock exchange crashes by 30% after Macri vote defeat 

 

Surrogate Angels of Death What to make of the First Lady holding the motherless

child and youngest survivor of the El Paso massacre 

 

Operation Mad Hatter Leads to Multiple Arrests in Central Arkansas



🤔Hinky11🤔 

 

On the Heels of the El Paso Massacre, TX Is Loosening Gun Laws 

 

All Flights Canceled at Hong Kong Int’l Airport Amid Massive Protests 

 

Russia warns Google against election 'interference' 

 

China tariffs could push fragile U.S. retailers to cut jobs and close stores
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🤔Hinky12🤔 

 

Social media companies want to tamp down misinformation. No wonder Trump is at

war with them. 

 

How YouTube Radicalized Brazil  

 

YouTube’s search and recommendation system appears to have systematically

diverted users to far-right and conspiracy channels in Brazil.

🤔Hinky13🤔 

 

FB’s Libra cryptocurrency is part of a disturbing financial trend 

 

In Short-Staffed Jail, Epstein Was Left Alone for Hours; Guard Was Substitute 

 

Only 1 of the 2 people guarding Epstein normally worked as a correctional officer,

according to three prison officials.
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🤔Hinky14🤔 

 

How the El Paso Killer Echoed the Incendiary Words of Conservative Media 

 

Language like “invasion” and the “replacement” of Americans has increasingly

become a regular part of Fox News broadcasts, Rush Limbaugh shows & other

prominent conservative media.

🤔Hinky15🤔 

 

Trump officials move to deny green cards, path to citizenship for poor immigrants 

 

South Africa’s Public Protector Flagged by HSBC in Connection to Guptas 

 

China-Backed Cyber Espionage Group APT41 Turns to Financial Crime, Report Says
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🤔Hinky16🤔 

 

Moscow’s peaceful protests enrage the Kremlin because its only tool is violence 

 

Russia to arm a submarine with 6 nuclear 'doomsday' devices 

Russia built an underwater nuclear torpedo with a massive warhead designed to

cause tsunamis and devastate entire continents.

🤔Hinky17🤔 

 

The brand label that stokes Trump’s fury: ‘Racist, racist, racist 

 

Scaramucci Says He Won’t Vote for Trump, GOP May Need Substitute 

 

Lurid pictures found in the financier’s home could prompt a reckoning for the DOJ,

which has been accused of mishandling the case.
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🤔Hinky18🤔 

 

French Ministers Call for Their Own Jeffrey Epstein Investigation 

 

Epstein owned an apartment near the Arc de Triomphe in Paris 

 

South Korea to Remove Japan From Preferred Trade List 

 

Guatemala conservative romps to landslide win, faces big migration test

🤔Hinky19🤔 

 

The Hidden History of Trump’s First Trip to Moscow 

In 1987, a young real estate developer traveled to the Soviet Union. The KGB almost

certainly made the trip happen. 

 

Jeffrey Epstein’s Opaque Finances Could Become Focal Point for Investigators
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🤔Hinky20🤔 

 

Deadly Legionnaires' outbreak at Atlanta hotel is the largest on record in Georgia 

 

D.C. AG Issues New Subpoena Over Trump Inauguration 

 

Stephanie Winston Wolkoff has handed over a trove of documents related to her

inauguration work with Trump family businesses.

🤔Hinky21🤔 

 

China's PBOC Says Its Own Cryptocurrency Is ‘Close’ to Release 

 

The UAE’s ambitions backfire as it finds itself on the front line of U.S.-Iran tensions 
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The Shame & Disgrace Will Linger 

 

Trump spread a conspiracy theory accusing the Clintons of murdering Epstein.

🤔Hinky22🤔 

 

FBI agents are livid that Trump is amplifying 'bulls--- theories' about Jeffrey

Epstein's death 'that have no basis in reality' 

 

Russia, after protests, tells Google not to advertise "illegal" events 

 

Huawei and Russian Sberbank prepare to integrate payment services

🤔Hinky23🤔 
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‘Using the Lord’s name in vain’: Evangelicals chafe at Trump’s blasphemy 

 

A Trump-supporting West Virginia state senator who represents many evangelicals

got three phone calls from constituents complaining about Trump’s profanity after a

recent rally.

🤔Hinky23🤔 

 

Trump adm aims to make citizenship more difficult for immigrants who receive

public assistance 

 

Navy SEAL drinking, drug scandals prompt broad review of ethics, culture 

 

Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces Insider Trading Charges Against Analyst At

Investment Ban
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🤔Hinky24🤔 

 

Stocks sink as odds of U.S.-China trade deal appear to wane 

 

Russia Says New Weapon Blew Up in Nuclear Accident Last Week 

 

Five Rosatom workers who died to be awarded high state honors 

 

Blast last week at missile test caused brief radiation spike
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On March 4, 2019, House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler announced an

investigation into “the alleged obstruction of justice, public corruption, and other

abuses of power by President Trump, his associates, and members of his

Administration.” 

The Trump Impeachment Process Began on March 4
If you trace the path of the Nixon impeachment process, you can get a pretty good
idea about where the Trump impeachment inquiry could be heading.

https://www.justsecurity.org/65778/the-trump-impeachment-process-began-on-march-4/

The money, tens of millions of dollars of it, would flow among Epstein’s dozens of

bank accounts, shell companies &, at times, charities linked to high-powered friends. 

 

Where was the money going? What was it for? Who was actually sending & receiving

it? 
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Jeffrey Epstein’s Opaque Finances Could Become Focal Point for Inve…
Tens of millions of dollars flowed among Mr. Epstein’s bank accounts and
companies. The question of where that money came from is likely to be a key focus
after his death.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/11/business/jeffrey-epstein-finances.html

In Short-Staffed Jail, Epstein Was Left Alone for Hours; Guard Was Substitute 

Only one of the two people guarding Jeffrey Epstein normally worked as a

correctional officer, according to three prison officials.  

 

via @NYTimes

In Short-Staffed Jail, Epstein Was Left Alone for Hours; Guard Was Su…
Only one of the two people guarding Jeffrey Epstein normally worked as a
correctional officer, according to three prison officials.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/nyregion/epstein-barr.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share

How the El Paso Killer Echoed the Incendiary Words of Conservative Media 

 

Language like “invasion” and the “replacement” of Americans has increasingly

become a regular part of Fox News broadcasts, Rush Limbaugh shows & other

prominent conservative media. 

How the El Paso Killer Echoed the Incendiary Words of Conservative …
Language like “invasion” and the “replacement” of Americans has increasingly
become a regular part of Fox News broadcasts, Rush Limbaugh shows and other
prominent conservative media.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/11/business/media/el-paso-killer-conserv…
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Epstein taken off suicide watch at lawyers' urging, sources say; AG says co-

conspirators 'should not rest easy' 

Agents descend on Epstein's island home looking for evidence of inne…
Jeffrey Epstein was taken off suicide watch July 29, in part, at the urging of his
defense attorneys, sources familiar with the decision told ABC News.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/attorney-general-barr-epstein-conspirators-rest-easy/s…

FBI agents are livid that Trump is amplifying 'bulls--- theories' about Jeffrey

Epstein's death 'that have no basis in reality' 

 

#Projection 

FBI agents are livid that Trump is amplifying 'bulls--- theories' about Je…
FBI agents who spoke with INSIDER said the president's sharing of baseless
conspiracy theories isn't just irresponsible but also dangerous.

https://www.businessinsider.com/fbi-agents-reaction-trump-conspiracy-theory-jeffrey-e…

The Great Land Robbery 

The shameful story of how 1 million black families have been ripped from their farms 
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The Great Land Robbery
The shameful story of how 1 million black families have been ripped from their
farms

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/09/this-land-was-our-land/594742/

After Jeffrey Epstein's sudden death, accusers' attorney calls for criminal charges

against his accomplices 

After Jeffrey Epstein's sudden death, accusers' attorney calls for crimi…
"The likes of them have to be accountable" attorney Gloria Allred, who represents
victims in the case, said in an interview broadcast Monday.

http://www.businessinsider.com/epstein-accomplices-may-see-charges-2019-8

Senate GOP plans to divert health, education funds to border wall 

$5 billion move would set up clash with Democratic House over fiscal 2020 spending 

Senate GOP plans to divert health, education funds to border wall
Senate Republicans are looking to help pay for President Donald Trump’s border
wall by putting about $5 billion less in the largest domestic spending bill.

https://www.rollcall.com/news/congress/senate-gop-plans-to-divert-health-education-fu…

EXCLUSIVE: A dozen FBI agents raid Jeffrey Epstein's 'Pedophile Island', pulling up

to his Caribbean getaway in speedboats and roaming the grounds in golf carts, two

days after pervert billionaire's suicide 
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A dozen FBI agents raid Jeffrey Epstein's 'Pedophile Island'
FBI agents were seen raiding Jeffrey Epstein's US Virgin Island Little St James on
Monday morning and afternoon, exclusive DailyMailTV footage shows.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7349729/Dozen-FBI-agents-raid-Jeffrey-Epste…

French Ministers Call for Their Own Jeffrey Epstein Investigation 

 

Epstein owned an apartment near the Arc de Triomphe in Paris 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-12/french-ministers-call-for-

epstein-investigation-in-france

Mueller-Fueled FARA Fear Grips Washington as Craig Goes to Trial 

 

Ex-White House lawyer faces charges over his work for Ukraine 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-12/mueller-fueled-fara-fear-

grips-washington-as-craig-goes-to-trial

Moscow’s peaceful protests enrage the Kremlin because its only tool is violence 

Moscow’s peaceful protests enrage the Kremlin because its only tool i…
Thousands are calling for opposition candidates to be allowed to stand in the city’s
election, says Russian journalist Alexey Kovalev

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/aug/12/moscow-peaceful-protests-k…

Jeffrey Epstein’s Opaque Finances Could Become Focal Point for Investigators 

Jeffrey Epstein’s Opaque Finances Could Become Focal Point for Inve…
Tens of millions of dollars flowed among Mr. Epstein’s bank accounts and
companies. The question of where that money came from is likely to be a key focus
after his death.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/11/business/jeffrey-epstein-finances.html
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How YouTube Radicalized Brazil  

 

New research has found this may be correct. YouTube’s search and recommendation

system appears to have systematically diverted users to far-right and conspiracy

channels in Brazil. 

How YouTube Radicalized Brazil
YouTube built its business on keeping users hooked. This has been a gift to
extremist groups. An investigation in the company’s second-biggest market found
serious consequences.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/11/world/americas/youtube-brazil.html

Social media companies want to tamp down misinformation. No wonder Trump is at

war with them. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/08/12/social-media-companies-want-ta…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Lurid pictures found in the financier’s home could prompt a reckoning for the Justice

Department, which has been accused of mishandling the case a decade ago. 

Jeffrey Epstein Is Indicted on Sex Charges as Discovery of Nude Phot…
Lurid pictures found in the financier’s home could prompt a reckoning for the
Justice Department, which has been accused of mishandling the case a decade
ago.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/08/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-charges.html
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China-Backed Cyber Espionage Group APT41 Turns to Financial Crime, Report Says 

China-Backed Cyber Espionage Group APT41 Turns to Financial Crim…
China-Backed Cyber Espionage Group APT41 Turns to Financial Crime, Report
Says

https://www.theepochtimes.com/china-backed-cyber-espionage-group-apt41-turns-to-fi…

Surrogate Angels of Death What to make of the First Lady holding the motherless

child and youngest survivor of the El Paso massacre 

https://www.thecut.com/2019/08/trump-baby-photo-el-paso

The failed missile test that ended in an explosion killing five scientists last week on

Russia’s White Sea involved a small nuclear reactor, according to a top official at the

institute where they worked. 

Russia Says Small Nuclear Reactor Blew Up in Deadly Accident
The failed missile test that ended in an explosion killing five scientists last week on
Russia’s White Sea involved a small nuclear reactor.

https://time.com/5649826/russia-nuclear-accident/

🌶SpicyFile🌶 

 

Plagiarism is not Freelance Journalism - at all 

 

Real journalists do not “copy and paste”  
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Plagiarism is not Freelance Journalism - at all
  Real journalists do not “copy and paste”    Let’s start with the basic facts, as in
how is plagiarism defined both in the legal context and via Miriam-Webster. Or how
I colloquially explain to my c…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/plagiarism-and-freelance-journalist

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

CZEdwards
@CZEdwards

Incoming thread. 
 
Content warning: discussion of suicidal ideation and suicide 
watch protocol. 
 
Today is an emotionally tough day. Bowing out is fine. Being 
furious is 100% reasonable.  
 
Warning.

2,292 9:11 PM - Aug 10, 2019

1,184 people are talking about this

Trump administration aims to make citizenship more difficult for immigrants who

receive public assistance 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-administration-aims-to-make-citize…

Facebook’s Libra cryptocurrency is part of a disturbing financial trend 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/08/12/facebooks-libra-cryptocurrency-is…

Final evasion: For 30 years, prosecutors and victims tried to hold Jeffrey Epstein to

account. At every turn, he slipped away. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/final-evasion-for-30-years-prosecutors-and-vi…
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The 14 sailors who died during a fire last week on a nuclear-powered Russian military

submarine prevented a “planetary catastrophe,” a top naval officer said at their

funeral, according to media reports. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-08/stricken-russian-nuke-sub-

crew-prevented-planetary-catastrophe

D.C. Attorney General Issues New Subpoena Over Trump Inauguration  

 

Stephanie Winston Wolkoff has handed over a trove of documents related to her

inauguration work with Trump family businesses. 

Trump Inaugural in the Crosshairs of New Subpoena
Stephanie Winston Wolkoff has handed over a trove of documents related to her
inauguration work with Trump family businesses.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/08/investigating-trump-family

The Shame and Disgrace Will Linger 

 

On Saturday, Trump spread a conspiracy theory accusing the Clintons of murdering

Jeffrey Epstein. 

The Shame and Disgrace Will Linger
On Saturday, President Trump spread a conspiracy theory accusing the Clintons of
murdering Jeffrey Epstein.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/08/trumps-conspiracy-theory-about-cli…

Russia to arm a submarine with 6 nuclear 'doomsday' devices 

 

Russia built an underwater nuclear torpedo with a massive warhead designed to

cause tsunamis and devastate entire continents. 
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Russia says it's going to arm a submarine with 6 nuclear 'doomsday' d…
Russia has repeatedly threatened the US and Europe with the weapon, which it
said it could park off a coast and detonate at a time of its choosing.

http://www.businessinsider.com/russia-to-arm-a-secretive-submarine-with-6-nuclear-do…

The Shame and Disgrace Will Linger 

 

On Saturday, Trump spread a conspiracy theory accusing the Clintons of murdering

Jeffrey Epstein. 

The Shame and Disgrace Will Linger
On Saturday, President Trump spread a conspiracy theory accusing the Clintons of
murdering Jeffrey Epstein.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/08/trumps-conspiracy-theory-about-cli…

South Africa’s public protector Busisiwe Mkhwebane, who heads the country’s top

anti-corruption body, was flagged by global banking giant HSBC as having financial

links to the infamous Gupta family, according to banking records leaked to OCCRP. 

South Africa’s Public Protector Flagged by HSBC in Connection to Gu…
Busisiwe Mkhwebane, who heads the country’s top anti-corruption body, was
flagged by global banking giant HSBC as having financial links to the infamous
Gupta family.

https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/south-africas-public-protector-flagged-by-hsbc-…
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Russia, after protests, tells Google not to advertise "illegal" events 

 

😂😂😂😂😂 

Russia tells Google not to advertise 'illegal' events after...
Russia's state communications watchdog has asked Google to stop advertising
"illegal mass events" on its YouTube video platform, it said on Sunday.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-politics-protests-google-idUSKCN1V10BY

What’s going on between Lindsay Lohan and the crown prince of Saudi Arabia 

What’s going on between Lindsay Lohan and the crown prince of Saud…
A wild rumor hit town that Lindsay Lohan and the bloodthirsty crown prince of Saudi
Arabia have gotten close.

https://pagesix.com/2019/08/05/whats-going-on-between-lindsay-lohan-and-the-crown…

The Hidden History of Trump’s First Trip to Moscow 

In 1987, a young real estate developer traveled to the Soviet Union. The KGB almost

certainly made the trip happen. 

 

H/T @ninaandtito  
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The Hidden History of Trump’s First Trip to Moscow
In 1987, a young real estate developer traveled to the Soviet Union. The KGB
almost certainly made the trip happen.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/11/19/trump-first-moscow-trip-215842

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

How a British Lord Helped Push Trump to Lift Rusal Sanctions 

Greg Barker, a former Tory climate minister and marketing man, was an unlikely

savior for Deripaska’s businesses 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-28/how-a-british-lord-helped-

push-trump-to-lift-rusal-sanctions

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  

Lady Boneyard 
@LadyBoneyards

Spiders Spinning, 1965, painted on eucalyptus bark #PAMFAM 
#aboriginalart @karolcummins

3 2:48 AM - Aug 11, 2019

See Lady Boneyard 's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

The Met: Islamic Art
@met_islamicart

Tile Panel #islamicart #metmuseum
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22 3:51 AM - Aug 11, 2019

See The Met: Islamic Art's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

The Met: Greek and Roman Art
@met_greekroman

Terracotta plaque with King Oinomaos and his charioteer 
#greekromanart #themet

82 7:12 PM - Aug 9, 2019

36 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Amina Akhtar
@Drrramina

I can’t stop watching this
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414K 9:23 PM - Aug 10, 2019

127K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Golden Retriever Channel
@GoldretrieverUS

This kid has Goofy Pupper Disorder. Extreme cuteness level 
13/10#Dogcelebration #Cutenessoverload 
(BengleyboyGolden IG)

1,739 10:25 PM - Aug 10, 2019

401 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Paul Bronks
@SlenderSherbet

Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, its about learning to 
dance to KC and The Sunshine Band. 
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32.1K 2:38 PM - Aug 11, 2019

8,588 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Josh Roth #WaterGunChallenge
@_jRoth

It’s STILL mad hot. So we bought FOUR water guns, filled them 
up, and walked up to people and tossed them one.... just to see if 
they were down for a quick water gun fight..... let’s see happened 

 (PT 2)

315K 3:19 PM - Aug 3, 2019

113K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

m��� ����������
@SkippyMcGizzard

I feel ya octopus, the world is just too much.

14.3K 7:03 PM - Aug 10, 2019

6,242 people are talking about this
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

#becauseofthemwecan
@Becauseofthem

This 6-year-old boy singing “Brown Skin Girl” to his baby sister is 
the best thing on the Internet!   
 
credit+consent: IG _parkerrose_ #becauseofthemwecan

256K 7:26 PM - Aug 10, 2019

71.1K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  

Loving nature
@L0vingnature

A massive male leopard ran straight up into a tree to attack a 
leopard cub that wasn’t his. Mama flew up the tree right behind 
him and took him down!  
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4,376 10:30 PM - Aug 11, 2019

1,281 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Monday,Monday, off to a roaring start on the week. 

 

We are greeted w/ fresh horrors already. Endangered species are on Trump’s

chopping block & they want to make sure all immigrants starve.  

 

This isn’t the America I know 

 

We need some good news desperately. #AWFDY?
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @amys_here

@lennoxskyler

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

August 11, 12, 2019 
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• • •

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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